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First and foremost, we must understand that the goal of fundamentals is ease whereas the goal of technique is 
clarity. Understanding and practicing these twelve lines of fundamental development will eventually make trumpet 
playing as easy as possible.  
 
1. air with the BODY 
your goal is to eventually develop the most natural, neutral, comfortable breath.  
 
2. air with the LIPS 
this practice ranges from basic blowing out of air to a free-buzzing aperture. (see measures 1-7 below) 
 
3. air with the MOUTHPIECE 
don’t worry about the sound you are producing…simply engage in good form while buzzing sirens, simple 
melodies, etc. (ms 1-7) 
 
4. air with the CENTER of the horn 
the center is that place where the sound is the most brilliant and easy, which is generally a bit lower (in pitch and 
feeling) than what is initially achieved. practice lip bends to obtain a centered sound. (ms 1-7) 
 
5. air with SMALL 
INTERVALS 
play scales, focusing 
on note connectivity 
and flow. (m 8) 
 
6. air with LARGE 
INTERVALS 
best practiced via lip 
slurs. (ms 13-19) 
 
7. air with 
ARTICULATION 
practice simple 
single-tonguing. 
Clarke study #2 is a 
good one for this. 
(ms 9-12) 
 
8. air with 
DYNAMICS 
this should be a 
consideration while practicing any and all of the above. 
 
9. air with STAMINA 
a daily dose of Caruso’s “six notes” exercise will do the trick. (ms 20-25) 
  
10. air with TESSITURA  
use scalar exercises to explore the upper register. (m 26) 
 
11. air with the FINGERS 
nearly everything you’ve been working on includes this line of development. 
 
12. air with PHRASING  
play (but really play) a few melodies you know by heart. this final line of development incorporates all other 
fundamental aspects of trumpet playing. let your air shape your phrases. 


